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Abstract
Software architecture is being widely used today to describe a very high level design
methodology of large software systems. Software architecture represents the overall structure of
a system in an abstract, structured manner. A good architectural representation scheme holds the
key to the effectiveness of a software architecture description and usage. In this work we look at
architectural styles and architectural representation schemes. We propound the idea that the
layered architectural model is a suitable candidate for a generalized architectural style and that it
can cater to many different problem domains, other than the message-passing systems it has
traditionally been used to model. We propose some rules by which the layered architectural style
can be improved and modified in order to be able to model a wider problem domain. Then we
evaluate different methods of architectural representations that have been used to model software
architecture and analyze their strengths and shortcomings. We propose the use of a modified data
flow diagram architecture representation scheme. This scheme is called AND-OR DFD method
and is introduced and developed in this thesis. The main concept introduced here is a
combination of components to form action groups to support multiple workflows and the
relationships among them, without significant increase in the architectural complexity. Finally,
we look at UML as a prospect for a generalized architecture description language and discuss its
merits and demerits with examples.

viii

Chapter 1: Introduction
Software architecture is being widely used today to describe a very high level design of large
software systems. Software architecture expresses the overall structure of a system in an abstract,
structured manner. The main goal of a software architectural representation of a system is to
identify the major components that constitute this system, and the interactions between these
components and represent them without saying too much or too little [19, 38]. It can be said that
software architecture is an imprecise area of research in the sense that there is still no consensus
on a complete definition of software architecture. Various definitions have been proposed [7, 25,
40, 53], each attempting to encompass the essence of software architecture and only partially
succeeding in doing so. We will compare and contrast some popular definitions of software
architecture in Chapter 2.
It might be interesting and useful to find out where software architecture fits in with the
overall software engineering life cycle. Software engineering is, simply stated, the act of
designing, building and maintaining large software systems. A formal definition given by
Sommerville [48] states that ‘Software engineering is concerned with the theories, methods and
tools for developing, managing and evolving software products”. Most models of the software
life cycle include the following six processes: requirements engineering, design, programming,
integration, delivery, and maintenance. During the first process, developers and clients meet to
discuss ideas for the new software product. Developers use a variety of techniques in order to
assess the real needs of the client. Unless the requirements engineering process is done properly,
the resulting software will not be useful to the client even though it may run correctly. The
requirements engineering process is completed when the specifications for the new software
product are written in a formal document called the requirements specification document. The
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next step has traditionally been the design of the software system. Software architecture now is
the beginning of this stage. We can consider software architecture to be the high-level design
stage and it is software design at the highest level of abstraction. It represents the “big picture” of
the entire software system with its basic and fundamental components, and then these
components can be subjected to traditional software design.
An important aspect of software architecture is representation. The representational clarity
and power of a software architectural description is very significant and determines the
completeness and hence success of the succeeding steps in the software development lifecycle
which build on this description. Various methods of diagrammatic and descriptive representation
have been used to describe software architecture of a system, but none without their own
limitations and problems. Researchers have used text, boxes-and-lines [7], data flow diagrams
and other pictorial and textual methods for this purpose. In Chapter 4, we take a look at some
methods of representation of software architecture and their benefits and limitations. We propose
an improved scheme of the DFD like representational scheme that takes into account multiple
work flows. We discuss the advantages of this scheme, which is called the AND-OR DFD
method, and the limitations that still remain. We then look at a more FSM-like representation of
architecture, and compare it with the AND-OR DFD representation. However, these
representations are informal and provide little information about the actual computation
represented by boxes, the interface of the components, or the nature of their interactions [15]. In
order to make such representations meaningful, one needs to append a textual description to the
representation. This makes the diagram unwieldy and mostly difficult to use. While architectural
concepts are often embodied in infrastructure to support specific architectural styles and in the
initial conceptualization of a system configuration, the lack of an explicit, independently
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characterized architecture or architectural style can significantly limit the benefits of software
architectural design [4].
In order to address this problem, researchers in the past few years have come up with
architectural description languages (ADLs) [3, 18, 31, 47] as notations for architecture models.
An ADL for software applications focuses on the high-level structure of the overall system rather
than the details of any specific component of the system [49]. ADLS provide constructs for
specifying architectural abstractions in a descriptive notation. They provide mechanisms for
decomposing a system into components and connectors, specifying how these elements are
combined to form a configuration and defining families of architectures or styles [15]. Hence,
they provide abstractions that are adequate for modeling a large system while ensuring sufficient
detail for establishing properties of interest [35]. In Chapter 5, we compare and contrast some
ADLs and review their strengths and weaknesses.
Though the different ADLs server their purpose satisfactorily, each of them embodies a
particular approach to the specification and evolution of an architecture, with specialized
modeling and analysis techniques that address specific system aspects in depth [11, 15, 29].
However, this emphasis on depth over breadth of the model can make it difficult to integrate
these models with other development artifacts, because the rigor of formalisms tends to ignore
the more day-to-day development concerns [35]. Also closely related to the ADL method of
architectural representation is the concept of architectural views [7, 21, 25, 30]. According to
[25], an architectural description is organized into one or more views. A view address one or
more concerns of the system stakeholders, who are individuals, teams, and organizations with
interests in, or concerns relative to, the system. Views help to reduce the amount of information
to be dealt with, at one time, and thus enhances clarity and representational power. The software
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architecture of a system can be therefore represented as a set of views, and a combination of
these views comprises of the system as a whole. The major drawback of using the view approach
is that the representation becomes view-centric; the side effect is redundancy among different
views. These redundancies can cause inter-view mismatches, such as inconsistencies and
incompleteness [12]. Thus, a good representational scheme should take view integration into
consideration, try to be consistent between different views and minimize view redundancy.
UML has established itself as a leading Object oriented analysis and design methodology. It is
a language for specifying, constructing, visualizing and documenting artifacts of softwareintensive systems [1]. To do so, it uses a collection of views that capture some aspect of the
system being developed. This similarity of approach of UML and software architecture, both
representing a system as a collection of simpler views, has led researchers to believe that UML
can be used to represent software architecture [1, 6, 12, 13, 14, 21, 23, 24, 27, 37]. In this work,
we will try to illustrate how different views of UML can be used for a view-centric
representation of software architecture, and address the issues of view integration and
redundancy minimization. We will attempt to argue that UML can be extended suitably to
develop a generalized ADL, and we discuss the strengths and weaknesses of this idea.
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows: in Chapter 2 we take a look at software
architectural definitions. We compare and contrast two popular definitions in order to evaluate
their correctness and completeness. In Chapter 3 we talk about architectural views and how they
are explained by the definitions discussed in the previous chapter. We also talk about
architectural styles and their capabilities with a special emphasis on layering. In Chapter 4 we
look at architecture description schemes like DFDs and FSMs. We introduce an improved
version of DFD representation of architectural representation. We also compare and contrast this
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method with FSM representations. In Chapter 5, we discuss ADLs and look at the properties of
an ADL, and expectations from a generalized ADL. We look at how UML can be used to
represent software architecture and its different views in an efficient manner, and discuss the
pros and cons of using UML as an ADL. Finally, in Chapter 6 we conclude the thesis and put
forth some future research directions in this area.
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Chapter 2: Definitions of Software Architecture
Software architecture has been widely researched both be academicians and by software
architects in industry, and few fundamental concepts have evolved and been accepted by all.
Software architecture expresses the overall structure of a system in an abstract, structured
manner. Software architecture is the representation of a software system at the highest possible
level of abstraction. It is the representation of the earliest design decisions that need to be made
in order to build a software system. Software architecture is mainly a collection of components
that make up the software system. These components are also called software elements. The
components are held together by connectors that define the relationship between different
components. The connectors can, in turn, be components themselves. The emphasis is on
component purpose and interaction, and not on the details of what subcomponents make up the
components or how the components work. Software architecture attempts to provide a
framework for the software designers to work on, at the next lower level of abstraction.
There have been many different definitions of software architecture [7, 19, 25, 40, 53] and
there is still the quest for a definition that is complete and agreed upon by one and all. But
software architects have, by experience and examples, reached a consensus on what software
architecture is, and what its roles and responsibilities are. We know, for instance, that software
architecture represents a system as a set of components and connectors and defines the
relationships between different components. In addition, a software architectural description of a
system may have many different external agents, commonly called “stakeholders” [7, 10, 25,
30], and each stakeholder may have different expectations and requirements from the same
system. It is imperative for the software architect that he takes into account all these different
requirements of one or more stakeholders, while creating the architecture for the system.
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There are several available definitions of software architecture [53], but we will talk about
two of the most popular ones. One of the more commonly used definitions has been given by
Kazman in [7], which states, “the software architecture of a program or computing system is the
structure or structures of the system, which comprise software components, the externally visible
properties of those components, and the relationships among them”.
From the above definition, we can infer that architecture defines components and interactions
between components. It is an abstraction of a system that only presents details about components
that affect how they use, are used by, relate to, or interact with other components. A component
is an object with independent existence and can be a module, a process, a procedure, a library
etc. The definition just implies that there can be more than one kind of component without
mentioning any specifics about what they might be. The term “relationships” refers to the
connections between these components, taking into account the behavioral aspects and the nature
of dependencies. The behavior of each component is part of the architecture insofar as that
behavior can be observed or discerned from the point of view of another component. This
behavior is what allows components to interact with each other, which is clearly part of the
architecture. This does not mean that the exact behavior and performance of every component
must be documented in all circumstances; but to the extent that a component’s behavior
influences how another component must be written to interact with it or influences the
acceptability of the system as a whole, this behavior is part of the software architecture. Again
we see that the definition suggests that there can be different kinds of relationships, e.g.,
subdivision, synchronization, or message passing.
Reference to the “externally visible” properties of components reminds us of the level of
abstraction at which the concept of architecture holds true. We are at the highest possible level of
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abstraction. Noteworthy is the fact that the definition assumes that any software component of an
architecture may be “large” enough to have its own architecture and so, there are many “internal”
aspects of this component like its components and their interrelationships which we are not
aware of, and of which we don’t need to know at this level of abstraction. Only those
functionalities of a software component that need to be known in order to define the
interrelationships and dependencies between this component and other components of the
architecture comprise of the externally visible properties of a software component. The internal
behavior of a component is not an essential part of an architectural description.
One important point to note here is that the definition implies that every software system has
an architecture because every system can be shown to be composed of elements and relations
among them. In the most trivial case, a system is itself a single element - an uninteresting and
probably non-useful architecture, but still technically an architecture. This definition mentions
what software architecture is and what it attempts to do, but is too vague. For example, it doesn’t
mention whether there are any constraints on the kinds of components or whether the
components should have a particular form. It also doesn’t state if there is any rationale for
choosing a particular component or a group of components. In fact, it mentions that a system
can have many different architectural representations. That, in turn, gives rise to the issue of how
to determine whether an architectural representation is good or bad. It is obvious that this
question needs to be answered at the outset because an unsuitable architecture can lead to faulty
system design and erroneous behavior of the system.
Another definition that merits mention here is given by Wolf in [40]. This definition states
“Software Architecture = {Elements, Form, Rationale}
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A software architecture is a set of design elements that have a particular form.” Let us look at
what this definition tries to say about software architecture.
•

Elements: According to [40], there are three classes of software elements, namely processing
elements, data elements, and connecting elements. The processing elements are those
components that take some data and apply transformations on them, and may generate
updated or new data. The data elements are those that contain the information to be used,
transformed and manipulated. The connecting elements bind the architectural description
together by providing communication links between other components. The connecting
elements may themselves be processing or data elements, e.g., procedure calls, shared data,
or messages. The connecting elements play a fundamental part in distinguishing one
architectural representation from another, and have an important affect on the characteristics
of a particular architecture or architectural style.

•

Form: The architectural form consists of weighted properties and relationships [40]. The
definition implies that each component of the architecture would be characterized by some
constraints, generally decided by the architect, and some kind of relationship with one or
more other components. Properties define the constraints on the software elements to the
degree desired by the architect. Of course the architect may set no constraints on a
component if he/she so desires. Weighting may refer to one of two things, either the
importance of the property or relationship (allows the architect to distinguish between
essential components and accessory components), or the need for selecting from a bunch of
alternatives, giving preference to some over others (allows the architect to constrain the
choice while giving some degree of latitude to the designers who must satisfy and implement
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the architecture). Relationships constrain how the different elements will interact and how
they are organized with respect to each other in the architecture.
•

Rationale: The rationale explains the different architectural decisions and choices; for
example, why a particular architectural style or element or form was chosen. Rationale is tied
to requirements, architectural views and stakeholders. Probably all choices are governed by
what the requirement is. There are many different external components that have an interest
in the system, and expect different things from the same system. We therefore have to
consider the different external demands and expectations that affect and influence the
architecture and its evolution. A system has one or more stakeholders, or external
components that have an “interest” in the system. A rationale demonstrates that the
components, connections, and constraints define a system that, if implemented, would satisfy
the collection of system stakeholders' need statements.
This definition, as we see, defines the basic kinds of software components, and what their

roles and responsibilities are. Moreover, it explains the need for architect created constraints, and
also the need to choose from a set of alternatives based on requirements. It also introduces the
concept of stakeholders and the affect of external interests on the overall architecture of a
system. This definition therefore goes further and makes software architecture more precise. But
there are still some issues that remain unclear. We still cannot ascertain whether the architecture
we made for a system is good or bad. Similarly, we have no means of saying that a chosen
component is a good component.
In order to understand correctly what these definitions explain, we will take an example of a
simple software system called Block Builder that takes as input a C program and identifies
blocks in the same. The basic blocks for a single program (with no functions) are main, the loops
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(e.g., for, while) and the conditionals (e.g., if, then, switch). The software identifies and marks
the beginning and end of each block found in the input file. Then it builds a tree out of this code,
with each node representing a block. The tree structure of blocks is obvious. It can display the
code with all blocks identified. This software is simple but, by definition, has an architecture.
Though software architecture is typically used for large, complex systems, this simple example
will suffice as an example. Table 1 below shows a simple decomposition model [9] for this
software.
The decomposition method is useful for presenting the functionality of a system as a set of
modules. This method is used to show how system responsibilities are partitioned across
modules and how those modules are decomposed into submodules. It however is a crude method
for architectural decomposition because it does not show the connectivity between the modules.
Table 1: Decomposition of Block Builder software

Module Name

Submodule(s)

1) ReadInput

CreateSentenceForEvaluation

2) EvaluateSentence

IdentifyBlockStartSentence
IdentifyBlockEndSentence

3) BuildBlockTree

BuildTokenTreeFromSentences

4) DisplayOutput

DisplayTokenTree

We see from table 1 that there are four main modules for the Block Identifier, and each of
them has one or more submodules. Let us now describe this architectural representation based on
each of the two definitions that were stated earlier.
Table 2 represents the architecture of Block Identifier based on Kazman’s definition. We can
see that there are four components. The Sentence Builder reads one line from the input file, and
11

cleans it up, removing non-relevant features like leading spaces and tabs, comments, double
quoted strings, single quoted characters, special characters like ‘/;’, ‘/”’,’/{‘ from the line. It also
gets rid of empty lines that the programmer may have left for clarity and formatting. We can see
that the externally visible property of this component is that it “converts one input line into
sentence for evaluation” by the Sentence Evaluator, which is the second component. So this
component is connected to the Sentence Evaluator module and it sends the sentence it created to
that module. We see that Kazman’s definition doesn’t say anything about the nature of
connectivity between the connected modules. The next component, the Sentence Evaluator is
connected to two modules. It receives a sentence from the Sentence Builder module. It then
checks this sentence to see if it has a valid token. A sentence has a valid token it indicates the
start of a block, e.g., the sentence has an ‘if’ followed by the condition in a pair of parentheses
followed by the ‘{‘, which indicates the start of the block. Needless to say, all sentences starting
with an ‘if’ are not valid token sentences since some of them may be just one line long. Once this
module has identified a statement which has a valid token, this sentence is sent to the Block Tree
Generator module for further processing. Again, we cannot determine the nature of connectivity
between this module and the other module.
Table 2: Block Builder architecture based on Kazman’s definition

Components

“Externally Visible” Properties

Relationship (Element/Connection)

1) Sentence Builder

Converts one input line into sentence for evaluation.

Token Evaluator/Send a Sentence

2) Sentence Evaluator

Checks for valid token in the sentence.

Sentence Builder/Get a Sentence
Block Tree Generator/Send a Sentence

3) Block Tree Generator

Builds the tree of valid blocks of code.

Sentence Evaluator/Get a Sentence

4) Block Code Displayer

Displays the Block Tree

Block Tree Generator/Get the Block Tree
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The third module, the Block Tree Generator module, takes a sentence and builds a BlockTree,
where each node represents a block of code, from start to end. So the Block Tree Generator is
connected to the Sentence Evaluator module, and gets a sentence from it. The fourth module, the
Block Code Displayer, is connected to the Block Tree Generator module, and gets the Block
Tree from this module. It then displays the Block Tree, which is the output of this software.
Now let us look at the same architecture from the standpoint of Wolf‘s definition of software
architecture. Table 3 displays the Block Identifier architecture based on this definition.
Table 3: Block Builder architecture based on Wolf’s definition
Element
1) Sentence Builder

Type
Processing

Form (Properties/Constraints)

Rationale

Removes non-relevant parts of the input line

Satisfies the need for a sentence to be

and forms a sentence for evaluation.

easily evaluated.

Needs an input file in order to proceed.
2) Sentence Evaluator Processing

Checks for valid token in a sentence

Satisfies the requirement that the start

Needs sentences from Sentence Builder

and end of blocks need to be identified.

Module.
3) Block Tree

Processing

Generator

4) Block Code

Satisfies the need that the tree structure

Needs evaluated sentences to indicate start

of blocks inside the program needs to be

and end of blocks.

identified

Processing Displays the Block Tree.

Displayer
5) Input File

Builds the tree from valid tokens identified.

Data

Satisfies the need that the code with

Needs Block Tree.

blocks needs to be displayed.

Must be a ‘C’ program in a text file.

Provides the required input.

Must be syntactically correct.
6) Sentence

Data

7) Evaluated Sentence Data

Must be simplified as required

Provides input to next module.

Must indicate whether it is a Block Starter

Provides input to next module.

or a Block Ender or neither.
8) Block Tree

Data

A new node is added to the leftmost available
position in the current level of Block Tree.
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Provides the output.

We can clearly see that this definition adds to Kazman’s definition, because it distinguishes
between different kinds of elements. So we have four processing elements, which are similar to
the four components identified by Kazman’s definition. But we also have four data elements,
which satisfy the need for connectivity between modules. There are no specific connecting
elements in this case, as we can see. The other difference that we see in this description is that
for each element, we also indicate their form, e.g., properties of that module and constraints, if
any. For example, for the Block Tree Generator module, the constraint is that it needs the
evaluated sentences from the Sentence Evaluator module which should indicate the nature of the
sentence, whether it indicates the start of a new block, or the end of the current block, or neither.
It is also implied, though not explicitly stated, that we need a tree structure because nested blocks
of code bear a parent-child relationship. So we know the reason why the architect decided to
have a tree structure and not something else. The property of this module is that it builds a tree
structure for the input program, and each node indicates the start of a block, and contains the
entire body of that block.
Though Wolf’s definition gives quite a reasonable architectural description for a software
system, it still lacks in completeness. From the above description, it is quite impossible to say
that for the Block Builder system the chosen architecture is the best one, or that something would
go wrong if we decided to build the tree differently, for example.
This lack of completeness of these and many other well-intended definitions has led
researchers to conclude that it is too difficult to precisely define software architecture.
Nevertheless, researchers and software architects seem to understand what software architecture
is and what it attempts to do.
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Chapter 3: Views and Styles
Software architecture is about components, connectors and connections. Architecture-based
software development involves assembling of a system from its smaller subparts or components.
An important goal is to correctly identify the essential subparts of the system under
consideration. Once the subparts are correctly identified, the next aim is to identify how different
subparts gel with each other, how they communicate, what are the dependability and what are the
connections. When the subparts and the dependencies are put together, we should have
successfully assembled the required system with all its desired features.
3.1 Stakeholders and Views
When a software system needs to be built, there are many external components (people, other
software systems, other hardware systems, etc) that have an interest in this system. In other
words, the output(s) of a software system may affect one or more external components. For
example, the output of the Block Builder software, the block tree, can be used by a larger
software system which aims at making editing and debugging C programs easier. It can also
serve as input for an automatic debugger. For the developer of the Block Builder system, the
stakes might be purely monetary, as it might be able to be sold. So we see that different external
components have their own interest in a system being developed, and each might view the
system from its own perspective, and might be purely interest in its own stakes. These eternal
components that may be affected by the performance of the system are called Stakeholders.
Different stakeholders have different interests in the system, and so their perspectives of
viewing the same system are different. The stakeholders’ requirements may overlap or may be
different from each other. The architect has to balance all these different perspectives and then
come up with an architecture that satisfies all stakeholders to the maximum possible extent. The
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point to be noted here is that stakeholders have a significant influence on the architecture and
their viewpoints are to be considered important while coming up with architecture for a system.
This “stakeholder” influence on architecture makes it clear that there can be different
perspectives of viewing the software architecture of one system. These perspectives have been
traditionally called “architectural views”.
A simple example is the design of a house. We can have a blueprint that shows the overall
structure, with the position of rooms, doors and windows, ventilators, and so on. Another
blueprint may concentrate on the wiring of the house, the position of the wires, the number of
outlets in each room, and their purpose, safety devices like fuse, and so on. Yet another blueprint
may be used to represent the plumbing features of the house, the position of taps, sinks and
basins, the position of pipes, and the water supply, and so on. These blueprints serve the purpose
of the mason, the electrician, and the plumber respectively, but are still the blueprints of the same
house. There can also be one master blueprint that represents all the above features together.
The same holds with the architecture of a software system. Viewpoints of different
stakeholders may lead to different views of the same system, and these views when integrated
will form the complete architectural description of the software system being designed. So we
see that architectural representation has two objectives; to be able to come up with different
views based on the requirements; and, integration of these different views to form the complete
architectural representation.
Different authors have proposed a different set of architectural views as the most suitable
ones. The most popular among them is the “4+1” view model proposed by Phillipe Kruchten
[30]. The four main views according to this model are:
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•

Logical View (Module View): The logical view is concerned about the output(s) of the
system and how it will affect the end users. For this purpose the logical view attempts to
defragment the system into a set of abstractions, or modules. This decomposition serves two
purposes; it enables functional analysis, and it also helps in identification of common
mechanisms and design elements that are common across the system.

•

Process View (Component-and-Connector View): This view deals with concurrency and
distribution, system integrity, and fault tolerance [9]. This view tries to explain which
components interact, and how they do so. It tries to explain the connections between different
components from a runtime perspective.

•

Development View (Allocation View): This view describes the static organization of the
software in its development environment. It deals with modules, work allocation, costs and
planning. It also involves monitoring of project progress, software reuse, and security.

•

Physical View (Deployment View): This view describes the mapping(s) of the software
onto the hardware and reflects its distributed aspects. It looks into system requirements like
reliability and performance. It maps the various elements identified in the above three views.
These views, combined with a 5th view, which is “use cases or scenarios”, represents the

entire architecture. Figure 1 represents Kruchten’s “4+1” view model.

Figure 1: The “4+1” view model [30]
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The architecture of a system is therefore a combination of three things: the components, their
interrelationships, and the functional and behavioral constraints applied by the stakeholders’
concerns. These, in turn, give rise to views. The different views blend together to form the
architectural descriptions. Over the years, the architects and researchers have identified certain
architectural styles and patterns. Each view can be developed using a particular style, depending
on the suitability of the same for the representation of that view.
3.2 Architectural Styles
Software architects use a number of commonly recognized “styles” to develop the architecture of
a system. Architectural style implies a set of design rules that identify the kinds of components
and connectors that may be used to compose a system or subsystem, together with local or global
constraints that are implemented. Components, including encapsulated subsystems, may be
distinguished by the nature of their computation (e.g., whether they retain state from one
invocation to another, and if so, whether that state is available to other components). Component
types may also be distinguished by their packaging—the ways they interact with other
components. Packaging is usually implicit, which tends to hide important properties of the
components. To clarify the abstractions we isolate the definitions of these interaction protocols in
connectors (e.g., processes interact via message-passing protocols; unix filters interact via data
flow through pipes). The connectors play a fundamental role in distinguishing one architectural
style from another and have an important effect on the characteristics of a particular style [40].
The style of a specific system is usually established by appeal to common knowledge or
intuition. Architectures have traditionally been expressed in box-and-line diagrams and informal
prose, so the styles provide drawing conventions, vocabulary, and informal constraints (e.g.,
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limiting topology or numbers of components of some type). An analysis of common architectural
styles [43] suggests that they are discriminated by the following categories of features:
•

Which kinds of components and connectors are used?

•

How is control shared, allocated, and transferred among the components?

•

How is data communicated through the system?

•

How do data and control interact?

•

What type of reasoning is compatible with the style?

Each of these styles is appropriate for some classes of problems, but none is suitable for all
problems. To choose an appropriate style, two kinds of information are required: (1) careful
discrimination among the candidate architectures and (2) design guidance on how to make
appropriate choices. Architectural styles have also been referred to as architectural patterns [46].
Eight such patterns have been identified. We shall discuss them now, highlighting their merits
and demerits and their specific areas of use.
•

Pipeline: This style is suitable for applications that require a defined series of independent
computations to be performed on ordered data. This pattern attempts to decompose the
problem into a set of computations, or filters, with operations, called pipes to stream the data
from one process to another. The filters interact only via pipes. The Block Builder
architecture can be modeled as a pipeline, as seen in Figure 2. Each of the four components
can be represented by filters, with the pipe between any two successive filters taking the
intermediate output of the first filter and feeding it into the next filter.

Figure 2: Pipeline architecture for Block Builder
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•

Data Abstraction: This style is suitable for applications in which a central issue is
identifying and protecting related bodies of information, especially representation
information. When the solution is decomposed to match the natural structure of the data in
the problem domain, the components of the solution can encapsulate the data, the essential
operations on the data, and the integrity constraints, or invariants, of the data and operations.

Figure 3: Example of Data Abstraction [46]
•

Communicating Processes: This process is applicable for applications that involve a
collection of distinct, largely independent computations whose execution should proceed
independently. The computations involve coordination of data or control at discrete points in
time. As a result, correctness of the system requires attention to the routing and
synchronization of the messages. We can see clearly that the Block Builder system does not
have an architecture of this style, because every next module depends on the output of the
previous module.

Figure 4: Example of Communicating Processes [46]
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•

Implicit Invocation: This style suits applications that involve coupled collection of
components, each of which carries out some operation and may in the process enable other
operations. These are often reactive systems.

Figure 5: Diagrammatic Representation for Implicit Invocation [46]
•

Repository: This style is suitable for applications in which the central issue is establishing,
augmenting, and maintaining a complex central body of information [46]. Typically the
information must be manipulated in a wide variety of ways. An example of a repository or
blackboard architecture may the management of work allocation process in a company.

Figure 6: Diagrammatic Representation for Repository (Blackboard)
Another example of a repository is a Business-to-consumer (B2C) website where a person
who has a job to be done posts his requirement on the website, and people interested in doing
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that job can post their requests, and then the person who posted a job can allocate the job to one
of these contenders depending on their qualifications and abilities.
•

Interpreter: The interpreter architectural style is suitable for applications in which the most
appropriate language or machine for executing the solution is not directly available. The
pattern is also suitable for applications in which the core problem is defining a notation for
expressing solutions, for example as scripts. The best example of this type of architectural
style is the interpreter for any programming language.

Figure 7: Diagrammatic Representation of Interpreter [46]
•

Main Program and Subroutines: This style suits applications in which the computation can
appropriately be defined via a hierarchy of procedure definitions. It is usually used with a
single thread of control. The Block Builder can be definitely represented in this architectural
style because the software is written in C, a procedural language.

Figure 8: Diagrammatic Representation of Main Program and Subroutines [46]
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•

Layered: This architectural style is suitable for applications that involve distinct classes of
services that can be arranged hierarchically. Often there are layers for basic system-level
services, for utilities appropriate to many applications, and for specific tasks of the
application. To date, the layered architectural pattern has been used mostly to model
message-passing situations. But this architectural style has the capabilities to model other
kinds of problems, for which it is not generally used. Almost all architectural representations
of the pipeline style and the main program and subroutines style can be modeled by a layered
style. So obviously the Block Builder system can be modeled as a layered architecture.
In our opinion, at the highest level of abstraction, most traditional software systems can be

represented by a layered structure. Of course a C program with just the main() and no functions
is a single-layered architecture, trivial but noteworthy. If there are functions that are called from
main(), they form the next layer, the functions called by a function in a layer forms the next
layer, and so on. The system model of a layered architecture will typically comprise a hierarchy
of opaque layers. The components are generally a collection of procedures, and the connectors
depend on structure of components and can be procedure calls, client-server, and such. The
control structure is mostly single threaded, like the pipeline or the main program and subroutines
style.
The strict layer structure as explained above is not too useful. But, by introducing some
flexibility, the layered structure can be used to model many software systems. For example, we
might allow the layers to be transparent, i.e., interfaces from the lower layers show through as
opaque so that only the interface defined by a layer can be used by the next layer up. We can also
define the method of interaction between processes in the same layer. In a strict layering model,
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the components in the same layer cannot communicate, while in a lenient layering model such
communication is allowed.

Figure 9: Block Builder as a Layered Architecture
We can also apply constraints on the direction of inter-layer communication direction. In a
strict scheme, the inter-layer communication is unidirectional, while in a lenient scheme such
communication can be bi-directional. Figure 9 shows the Block Builder system in the layered
architecture style. The input to the software is a text file containing the C program for which we
need to identify blocks. The architecture has four layers, one for each of the components
identified in the decomposition model. We can see that the direction of communication between
layers is unidirectional, but communication between the subcomponents in a layer is allowed,
and this is again unidirectional.
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Table 4: Decomposition model of Cost Optimizer

Module Name

1) LoadInput

Submodule(s)

LoadGraph
LoadVirtualLoadTrafficMatrix
LoadCostMatrix

2) ComputeInitialCost

AllocatePaths
ComputePhysicalLoads
ComputeCosts

3) OptimizeCost

ComputeShortestPaths

OptmizeCostByReducingPathLengthAndCost
4) DisplayOutput

PrintPathsAndFlows
PrintLinkTraffic

As another example of the use of layered architectural style for modeling, we shall look at a
software system called the Cost Optimizer that computes the least expensive path for a message
in a network. It finds the least expensive array of paths for a bunch of messages traveling from
one node to another. The decomposition model for this software is shown in table 4.
We see from the decomposition model that there are four components, and each of them have
subcomponents. The inputs to this software are the physical topology of the network, the load
traffic, and the cost matrix. The software takes the inputs, allocates initial paths for the messages,
and computes the loads and costs. It then optimizes the costs by computing shortest paths and by
selecting links with lesser cost. Once it obtains the optimum path for the traffic, the display
component displays the paths selected, and the link matrix for the network. This software can
also be modeled in the layered style. Figure 10 shows a layered model of the Cost Optimizer
software system.
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Figure 10: Layered Model of Cost Optimizer
We see from the decomposition model that there are four components, and each of them have
subcomponents. The inputs to this software are the physical topology of the network, the load
traffic, and the cost matrix. The software takes the inputs, allocates initial paths for the messages,
and computes the loads and costs. It then optimizes the costs by computing shortest paths and by
selecting links with lesser cost. Once it obtains the optimum path for the traffic, the display
component displays the paths selected, and the link matrix for the network. This software can
also be modeled in the layered style. Figure 10 shows a layered model of the Cost Optimizer
software system.
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This is an example of a very lenient layering. Communication is allowed between the
subcomponents of a layer, and such communication can be bi-directional, as seen in the optimize
cost layer. Moreover, layers can communicate to any layer that comes after it, and is not
restricted to the immediately next layer, as seen by communication between the load input layer
and the optimize cost layer. The flow of control is basically unidirectional, from the top to the
bottom of the diagram.
It is easy to see that the layered style can be used to model many different kinds of software
systems. In general, non-parallelism can easily be represented by a layered model. Even if there
is parallelism of components, we can put the parallel processes in one layer, and the ones they
communicate to in the next. In the case of a architecture that is modeled in the communicating
processes style, we can create lenient Layering to allow bi-directional communication between
any two layers. So by creating suitable constraints or relaxations on the layering style, we can
use this style to model the logical view of many different kinds of software systems.
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Chapter 4: Architectural Representation Schemes
Coming up with the architecture of a system is one matter, representing it by visual expression
while maintaining its readability, clarity and representation power is another. Researchers and
architects have found it very difficult to efficiently represent a software architectural description
of a system on paper by means of diagrams and text.
The architecture of a software represents its "big" picture, like the architecture of other manmade systems (be that a machine, a bridge, a building, or a business policy). In that sense, a
software architecture serves as a guide for the next lower level design in the development of the
software and also as a high level structural description of the system. In particular, the
architecture of a software system defines the major components (data and processing elements),
and shows how it supports various work-flows or use-cases via the interactions among those
components. This can be clearly seen for the case of a database application, where the schemas
for the relations in the database can be thought of as the components of the architecture of the
database application, providing basic data for use elsewhere in the application; the schemas
immediately lays down the major steps in answering queries in terms how the results obtains
from individual relations will be combined via projections, selections, and join-operations.
One can talk of designing an architecture just as one can talk of designing a data-format for
input/output, designing algorithms for various computational tasks, data-structures to support
efficient implementation of the algorithms, input parameters of functions, and so on. Any manmade system involves design at many different levels, depending on the complexity of the
system. Likewise, designing the architecture of a software system takes on a more important role
when the complexity of the system increases. Some decisions at the architectural level are aimed
at providing greater flexibility at the lower level designs by isolating them from other
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components, while other architectural decisions may constrain the choices for the lower level
design decisions.
One of the simplest abstractions of a program is its flowchart, which groups operations that
are performed together (all or none). The abstract data types provide another form of abstraction
of data and operations on them to simplify descriptions of algorithms and programs. The
dataflow diagrams go one step further in the abstraction level, staying above the level of
function-parameters-and-calls; in particular, it chooses the abstraction level sufficiently high to
avoid branching conditions.
One of the tasks in defining the architecture is to separate certain decision at a lower level that
can be called "design" for the upper level architectural components. Just as one can create
different database applications by filling the schemas with different actual relation names and
attribute names, one can create different software systems by filling up the different architecture
components with different functionalities. In the database context, filling up relations with
different tuples for a given choice of attributes is analogous to filling up a component of the
architecture with a group of different functions which provides the same interface to the other
components. This does not change the work-flow for high level use-case as does the different
way of populating the relations by tuples does not change the query processing algorithms.
We have many different pictorial and textual representational schemes and architecture
description languages around. Each of them is effective in a particular problem domain e.g., C2
[37] is suitable for modeling GUI intensive systems. But, most of these schemes are not suitable
for variegated problems, i.e., a generalized representation scheme to model any software system
does not exist. Today researchers are looking at UML with some modifications as the answer to
this problem of architectural representation.
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4.1 Pictorial and Textual Representation Schemes
The earliest means of representing an architectural description was textual in nature. We have
looked at the decomposition method of representing a software system, and we have seen its
limitations. While such a representation is suitable for identifying the components of an
architecture, it doesn’t go far beyond that. It cannot tell us enough about the type of component,
or its features. It tells us nothing about the connectivity of these components, the nature of the
connection, or the direction. A good architectural representation scheme should be able to tell us
enough about the components, their types and externally visible properties, the connections
between components, and the nature of those connections, without becoming too complicated.
So the focus is on simplicity of representation by the use of pictorial data, and textual data to a
reduced extent. The picture drawn should be able to show the directional control flow of the
system.
Traditionally, software architecture has been mostly represented by a simplistic “boxes-andlines” scheme [7]. This scheme uses boxes for the components and lines for the connectors
between components. It is good at representing the components and connectors but doesn’t go
too far beyond that. It cannot talk about the type and properties of the components and
connectors. Moreover, it is at most a semi-formal method of architectural description. It is
effective as a preliminary tool but falters when it needs to go beyond that. To make it a useful
method, one has to accompany it with detailed textual description of the components and the
connectors and that makes it cumbersome to use. Figure 11 shows the boxes and lines
representation of the Block Builder system.

Figure 11: Boxes-and-Lines representation of Block Builder
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Using this method, we see what we already know about the Block Builder system from the
decomposition model. We know that there are four main components. The improvements in this
scheme over the former one are that we can see the connection between components and can say
which component connects to whom and what kind of data or control is passed between them.
We can also see the direction of communication between two components and so the control/data
flow of the software becomes clear. However, we still can’t say what the type of a component is
or its externally visible properties or what the properties or types of the connectors are.
As an alternative we attempt to use representations analogous to a data flow diagram (DFD)
to depict software architecture. A DFD is a process-oriented graphical representation of an
application system. In the words of Hoffer, George and Valacich, a DFD "is a picture of the
movement of data between external entities and the processes and data stores within a system."
The components of a typical dataflow diagram are: the process, the flow, the data store, and the
terminator.
The process shows a part of the system that transforms inputs into outputs. The process is
represented graphically as a rectangle or a circle. The processes should be numbered in order to
conveniently reference them in the DFD. A process is named or described with a single word,
phrase, or simple sentence. The process name should describe what the process does. A good
name will generally consist of a verb-object phrase such as “Build Token Tree.” The flow is
represented graphically by an arrow into or out of a process. The flow is used to describe the
movement of chunks, or packets of information from one part of the system to another part. The
flows represent data in motion. The flows show direction: an arrowhead at either end of the flow
or possibly at both ends indicates whether data is moving into or out of a process or both.
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The data store is used to model a collection of data packets at rest. The notation for a data
store is a box with two parallel lines for the top and bottom. The name chosen to identify the data
store is the plural of the name of the packets that are carried by flows into and out of the data
store. Data stores are typically implemented as files or databases in a computerized system; but a
data store can also be data stored on punched cards, microfilm, or a variety of other electronic
forms. A data store might also consist of 3-by-5 inch cards in a card box, or names and
addresses in an address book, or several files folders in a file cabinet, or a variety of other noncomputerized forms. Data stores are connect by flows to processes. Figure 12 shows a process, a
flow and a data store diagrammatically.

Figure 12: Building Blocks of a DFD
The flows show direction. An arrowhead at either end of the flow or possibly at both ends
indicates whether data is moving into or out of a process or both. Similarly data stores have two
types of flows, namely a flow from a store and a flow to a store.
Traditionally DFDs have been used for representing data flow and process interaction at a
code level. At the architectural level of abstraction though, the scenario is slightly different. Here
we need to represent the directional control flow of the system, rather than just the data flow.
This is because data flow without control flow associated with it is not informative enough. Only
data flow cannot represent the direction of functionality of the system or the start and end of the
process. Moreover, data flow is input-centric and not process-centric, i.e., it depends on the input
to the system, and can be different for different input sets. So data flow is specific and not
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generalized. Let us take a simple example to understand the above problem of input dependency
of data flow. Let us consider the simple code snippet shown below written in a procedural
language like C.
Table 5: Code segment for DFD example
FuncA (int a)

FuncB(int a)

FuncC(int a)

FuncE(int a)

{

{

{

{

}

if (a<=3) FuncB(a);

a=a*3.3;

a=a/3.3;

if ((a>5) FuncF(a);

else FuncC(a);

FuncE(a);

FuncE(a);

else FuncG(a);

}

}

}

The code segment has four simplistic functions, and each function calls one or more of the
other functions. Figure 13 shows the data flow diagram for this code snippet. We can see that the
function calls are represented by processes and the flows show the movement of data. Let us now
consider the dependency of a DFD on the input data. If the value of ‘a’ in process 1 is 3, then
from FuncA, FuncB is called, i.e., process 2. If, on the other hand, the input value of ‘a’ is 5,
then process 3 gets invoked after process 1. So the actual data flow that occurs at run time
depends on the input data. So one Data Flow can actually have multiple control flows at runtime
depending on the input for that particular instance. So for the above example, depending on the
input, we can have different control flows like 1-2-4-5, or 1-2-4-6, or 1-3-4-5 etc., where the
numbers denote the process number (see Figure 13).

Figure 13: DFD for code segment in Table 5
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We can clearly see that depending on the value of ‘a’, process 2 or 3 will be activated. So for
any one workflow, for a given input value of ‘a’, either process 2 or process 3 will be functional.
This is a fact and is obvious, but there is no way of knowing this from the DFD.

Figure 14: Two Control Flow Diagrams
As another example of multiple possible control flows for a single data flow, let us consider
the two control flow diagrams shown in Figure 14. Here we see two control flow graphs. In
figure 14 (a), function f1 reads the value of d1, then calls function f2 to compute d2, and then f2
calls function f3 to compute d3. in figure 14(b), function f3 calls function f2. Function f2 in turn
calls function f1, and f1 reads the value of d1 and then returns. Now d2 is computed in f2, after
which f2 returns. Then d3 is computed in f3. These are two different control flows. But, for both
control flows, the data flow (or data dependency) diagram is the same because the value of d3
depends on the value of d2, and the value of d2 depends on the value of d1 in both cases.
The above two examples clearly prove that one data flow can have multiple control flows and
the exact data flow path at runtime depends on the input data and can be different for different
outputs. So a DFD cannot take care of situations analogous to a logical ‘or’ where only one of n
processes may need to be called depending on the calling condition. It also fails to show a
situation where a process can be called by only one of n processes depending on the output of
these n processes. Moreover, a DFD representation caters to single workflow scenario. At the
architectural level, one has to deal with what might happen in different workflows. It is not
sufficient to say that any one of these processes may occur. Also, it is good if the representation
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can tell which processes must occur together in one workflow, which processes are recursive,
and which processes are optional.
4.2 An Improved DFD for Architectural Description: AND-OR DFD
So for the above-mentioned reasons, DFDs are not a good choice for architectural
representation. In this work, we suggest some improvements to the traditional DFDs in order to
make it more suitable for software architectural representations. The architecture of a software
represents its "big" picture, but with a characteristic difference from the dataflow diagrams in
that an architecture typically supports multiple high level workflows or use-cases whereas a
dataflow diagram can be thought of more like a single high-level use-case. This necessitates
different rules for grouping of data and actions at a high conceptual level, although the central
role of data in either case remains the same, namely, the interface among the actions. The main
concept introduced here is a logical ‘or’ combination of components to support multiple workflows and the relationships among them, without significant increase in the architectural
complexity.
4.2.1 Physical vs. Logical Presence
For each action-component in a architecture, there is a piece of code in the actual software
which implements that action. This piece of code corresponds to the physical presence or the
conceptual action. On the other hand, multiple uses of that action in different workflows
constitute different logical presence of that action. In terms of the software, the logical presence
constitutes a function-call for the top level function associated with that action.
4.2.2 How Much to Show
The fact that the architecture represents the big picture means one must remove as much
detail as possible and keep only the most significant parts. However, identifying these most
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significant parts is non-trivial and requires a considerable amount of skill. Not to include an
action only means that it is absorbed into some thing else that has been shown, and not that it is
eliminated from the software itself. A similar remark holds for the data. The following is a
simple rule for deciding if two actions A1 and A2 can be merged: If the inputs to A1 and A2 are
not the same, excluding those from A1 to A2, or vice-versa, and likewise for their outputs, then
merge A1 and A2. Here, the notion of "same" for inputs/outputs is determined in terms of only
the major data items.
4.2.3 Action Grouping
We call the modified scheme the AND-OR DFD [54]. The two important kinds of grouping
of actions are:
(1) AND-group: Each application of an AND-group of actions means all actions in the group are
performed together in some fixed order, but which may or may not be made explicit. (This latter
feature makes an AND-group different from a simple Boolean or logical "and".) This is
comparable to the notion of a sequential block of code (statements) in a program, except that in
the latter the order in which the statements are executed is always the same. Figure 15 (i)
represents an AND-group of components. An and-group is shown as an enclosing box around the
individual items of an and-group, which may be connected in a chain (say) to indicate the order
in which they are applied if that is fixed (as is often the case).
(2) OR-group: This grouping is the other extreme of an and-group in that an application of an
OR-group performs exactly one of those actions, with different applications performing perhaps
different actions from the OR-group. An OR-group is comparable to an if-then-else statement (or
more generally, a case-statement) in a program, except that we are not concerned with the
selection or branching condition itself. The specification of the conditions for selecting the
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alternative actions is viewed as a lower level design-task and not part of the architecture itself.
Figure. 15 (ii) illustrates the graphical notation for an OR-group of components. An or-group of
actions is shown as an overlapping set of boxes, with all but one being fully visible, and without
any separate enclosing box for the group as a whole. The partially visible boxes emphasize that
only one of the actions is used in any instance of that group of actions. If an action is used
iteratively, then this is indicated by a bold line for the box.

(i) An and-group of actions {A1, A2, ×××, An}.

(ii) Three alternative ways of representing an or-group of actions {A1, A2, ×××, An}.

(ii) A possible and-or-combination providing N1N2×××Nn possible workflows.

Figure 15: Action Grouping and Representation for AND-OR DFD [54]
Figure 15 (iii) represents a possible combination of AND-OR groups, which will create
multiple workflows. Figure 16 shows an and-combination of iterations of several actions
(possibly with different number of iterations for the actions), an iteration of the and-combination,
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and the combination of both types of iterations that might happen while using this scheme for
architectural representation.

(i) An and-group of iterated actions.

(ii) Iteration of an and-group of actions.

(iii) Iteration of an and-group of iterated actions.

(iv) An or-group of iterated actions.

(v) Iteration of an or-group of actions.

(vi) Iteration of an or-group of iterated actions.

Figure 16: Possible combination of iterative AND-OR groups [54]
In order to demonstrate the capabilities of the AND-OR DFD method of architectural
representation, let us consider a software system called C2 Generator. This software system
would be written in an object oriented language like JAVA and it attempts to generate a
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architectural representation diagram based on the C2 Generator architecture [35]. It takes as
input the components of the system to be modeled, the connectors and a list of who notifies
whom. The C2 Generator will be discussed in further detail in the next chapter, but it will suffice
to say here that C2 Generator is an architecture description language (ADL) that is used to model
user interface intensive software systems i.e., applications that have a graphical user interface
(GUI) aspect. The architectural style consists of components and connectors. Components and
connectors both have a defined top and bottom. The top of a component may be connected to the
bottom of a single connector. The bottom of a component may be connected to the top of a single
connector. There is no bound on the number of components or connectors that may be attached
to a single connector. Components can only communicate via connectors; direct communication
is disallowed. When two connectors are attached to each other, it must be from the bottom of one
to the top of the other. Both components and connectors have semantically rich interfaces.
Components communicate by passing messages: notifications travel down an architecture and
requests up. Connectors are responsible for the routing and potential multicast of the messages.
In the most simplistic model of the C2 Generator, we constrain the connector such that one
connector can only connect two components. Table 6 shows the decomposition model of the
process view of this software. We can talk of two different levels of decomposition for a
software system. The logical decomposition model represents the logical components i.e.,
domain elements. The process decomposition model represents the process components i.e.,
who-calls-whom and control flow.
We see from Table 6 there are four primary components in this software. The
CreateConnection component has five subcomponents, which are the various steps taken to
create a connection. First, the component to be connected to first created component is identified
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from the connection list. Then new ports are created and attached to both these components. We
assume here for simplicity that both components can have unlimited number of ports and so
unlimited number of connections. Then the connector is created and the two ports are connected.
It is obvious that the steps in creating a new connection start with reading a component name
from the connection list till the connector is attached to the two newly formed ports. This whole
process has to be repeated till there are no more entries in the connection list. This iterative
property of the system cannot be known from the decomposition model, though it must occur if
the system executes correctly. Second, there might be repeated entries in the connection list.
Table 6: Process Decomposition of C2 Generator

Module Name

Submodule(s)

1) ReadInput
2) CreateComponent
3) ReadConnectionList
4) CreateConnection

CreateComponentToBeConnecteed
CreatePorts
ConnectPortsToBothComponents
CreateConnector
ConnectBothPortsWithConnector

There is no restriction to the number of connections one component can have with other
components. For an entry that refers to a component which has already been created, one doesn’t
need to create it again, but just identify that component and create a new port. Hence, once an
entry has been read from the Connection List, one of two things happen depending on the read
value. Either the component doesn’t exist and needs to be created, or it exists and needs to be
identified. Again, there is no way of knowing this from the decomposition model. A traditional
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DFD will also not illustrate the two issues discussed above. Let us now consider how the ANDOR DFD tackles these issues.

Figure 17: AND-OR DFD representation of C2 Generator (process view)
Figure 17 shows the AND-OR DFD representation of the process view of the C2 Generator.
We see that the data flow is represented by this modified DFD, but with two significant
differences. Firstly, there is an OR-group of two components that illustrate that once an entry has
been read from the connection list, either a new component is created, or control moves to an
existing component, depending on the value read from the connection list. Second, the iterative
portion of the system has been illustrated by a shaded box. So we now can tell that the steps
starting from the reading of the connection list to the connection of the ports by a connector are
iterative and are executed for each entry in the connection list. So this representation does
improve on the other architectural representation schemes discussed so far, and simplifies the
diagram by addressing a few issues that have to do with control-data interaction.
Let us now compare this AND-OR DFD method with a finite state machine (FSM) (or finite
state automaton) [22, 32] approach to architectural representation. Traditionally, FSMs have not
been used for modeling architecture. They have used to model the control flow of processes, and
sequential execution flows of programs. But we are of the opinion the FSMs can be used to
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depict the process view of systems. Let us, as an example, take a FSM representation of the C2
Generator’s process view, as shown in Figure 18.

Figure 18: FSM representation of C2 Generator
This representation in essence captures the same picture as the AND-OR DFD. But the
problem with FSMs is that these models are focused on action-sequence, not on showing the
components and their interactions. Moreover, with FSMs, it isn’t suitable to show the inputs and
outputs of a component. For example, an action's (component) name may appear in many
transitions.
Thus we have seen that the AND-OR DFD and the FSM are suitable for representing the
process view of an architecture. The AND-OR DFD can represent iterations and AND-ed and
OR-ed processes. It can show multiple workflows and does represent control data interaction.
There are still some shortcomings of this method. For example, we cannot say from the ANDOR DFD what is the input value for which a particular choice of component will be made, or
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what condition makes a component or a set of components iterate. The FSM can handle multiple
workflows but concentrates on action-sequence and not on component and connectors. The
decomposition method, of course, is crude because it cannot represent iteration, AND-ed and
OR-ed processes. Also, most of the representations, with the exception of the AND-OR DFD and
the FSM cannot handle multiple workflows. We shall see in the next chapter that UML can be
used to represent different views of an architectural description, and so is an efficient means of
representing architecture.
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Chapter 5: Architecture Description Languages and UML
Architecture description languages (ADLs) are emerging as the notation for architecture
models. ADLs use graphics and text to express architectural information [29]. ADLs are often
supported by tools for creation, modification, browsing, simulation, and analysis. ADLs provide
constructs to specify architectural abstractions in a descriptive notation. The description of
architecture lies in the representation of its basic abstractions, i.e., components and connectors,
as we have discussed previously. ADLs have been designed with the aim of providing formalism
to architectural descriptions. A useful ADL should be able to provide a set of precise semantics
that resolves ambiguity and aids in the detection of inconsistencies and a set of techniques that
support reasoning about system properties. Moreover, it should be able to support architectural
evolution and reuse of components and connectors. So ADLs attempt to get rid of the
shortcomings of architectural representation schemes like boxes-and-lines, DFDs and FSMs,
while attempting to formalize architectural representation.
There are a variety of ADLs emerging from various industrial and academic research groups.
For example, UniCon has been developed to explore issues of abstractions for architecture and
composition of systems [42]. C2 is an ADL that caters to user interface intensive systems [35].
Some ADLs are commercial products like UNAS/SALE which was developed by TRW and
marketed by Rational [29]. Other ARPA-sponsored ADLs include LILEANNA [28], Rapide
[31], MetaH [29], and ArTek/DADSE [29]. ADLs vary widely in the architecture styles they
support and that forms of analyses they permit. Like other tools, there is no one ADL that best
fits all possible situations.
A variety of groups use ADLs. Each group has a different perspective of what a good ADL
should be. People involved in the acquisition of software specify ADLs for procurements and
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evaluate architecture models (encoded in an ADL) that are included in proposals and presented at
design reviews.
Each ADL represents a particular approach to the specification and evolution of an
architecture. Answering specific evaluation questions demands powerful, specialized modeling
and analysis techniques that address specific aspects in depth [35]. However, the emphasis on
depth over breadth of the model can make it difficult to integrate these models with other
development artifacts, because the rigor of formal methods draws the modeler’s attention away
from day-to-day development concerns. So different ADLs address different, sometimes
overlapping problem domains, but none of them address a relatively large problem set. The use
of special purpose modeling languages has made the architecture community fairly fragmented
[35]. The need of the hour is an approach to a formal, generalized ADL, and the Unified
Modeling Language [UML] [27, 39] has been suggested as an option.
5.1 Architecture Description Languages
ADLs serve the purpose of being an intersection between requirements, programming, and
modeling languages, but are certainly different from all of the three. They differ from
requirements language in that requirements language describes the problem space while the ADL
is focused on the solution space. They differ from programming languages in that programming
languages aim to bind specific solutions with the architectural abstractions while ADLs
deliberately suppress such binding. ADLS are also different from modeling languages in that
modeling languages are more concerned with the behavior of the whole system rather than parts
of it while ADLs are more focused on representation of components [7]. Existing ADLs are
generally characterized by a graphical syntax accompanied by textual support and formally
defined syntax and semantics. They can handle data flow and control flow as interconnection
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mechanisms, and have the ability to represent hierarchical levels of detail and multiple
instantiations of a template.
A glaring shortcoming of almost all ADLs available today is the inability to address a large
problem domain and all types of architectural styles. Let us look at the existing ADLs and how
they support the main architectural components, namely components, connectors and
configurations.
5.1.1 Components
Components can be computation units or data stores. According to [42], components are loci
of computation and state. A component may a single procedure or an entire application and may
require its own space for data and execution. The aspects of a component that need to be
represented by an ADL are interfaces and types, semantics, constraints, and evolution. The
interface enables a component to interact with the external world. They also enable a certain
limited degree of reasoning about component semantics [33]. All ADLs provide support for
component interfaces. These are called ports in some ADLs like C2 [35], while they are called
constituents in other ADLs like Rapide [31]. ADLs can provide software reuse by modeling
abstract components as types and instantiating them multiple times as and when needed in an
architectural configuration. Almost all available ADLs distinguish component types from
instances. Modeling of component semantics enables analysis, constraint enforcement and
mapping or architectures across levels of abstraction. Some ADLs do enable modeling of
component semantics, while some like Darwin and UniCon only talk of interfaces [15].
Underlying semantic models vary across ADLs. Wright allows specification of component
functionality using CSP [22]. One important expectation of an ADL is that it should support
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component evolution through subtyping and refinement. As of now, very few ADLs satisfy this
criterion, as does Rapide.
5.1.2 Connectors
Connectors serve two purposes. They allow interaction between components and enable the
specification of rules that govern these interactions. Connectors, unlike components, may not be
compilation units, but rather can be message passing devices, shared variables, table entries,
procedure calls, and the like. The aspects of a connector that should be modeled in an ADL are
interfaces and types, semantics, constraints and evolution. Some ADLs like C2, Wright and
UniCon model connectors as first-class entities. These languages are called explicit configuration
languages [15]. Languages like Rapide, on the other hand, are in-line configuration languages
[15]. Here connectors are described solely in terms of the components they connect, and cannot
be named, subtyped or reused. Designing architectures are easier using the former kind of
languages, because in the latter adding new components may require modification of existing
connections.
Interfaces of connectors are interaction points between them and the components they attach.
Only explicit configuration languages support specification of connector interfaces. Architecturelevel communication is often expressed with complex protocols [15]. To make these protocols
more abstract and reusable, ADLs may model connector as types. Again, only explicit
configuration languages support connector types and distinguish them from instances. Some
explicit configuration languages like C2 do not specify connector semantics; while others that
are inline configuration languages, like Rapide, do specify connector semantics. ADLs that
specify connector semantics generally use a single semantic model for both component and
connectors.
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5.1.3 Configuration
Architectural configurations are connected graphs of components and connectors that
describe architectural structure. Configurations provide answers to questions such as whether
appropriate components are connected, if their interfaces match, whether connectors enable
proper communication, and whether the combined semantics of the components and connectors
result in the desired behavior of the system. ADLs should be able to model the structural
information with a simple and understandable syntax. Some ADLs provide both a graphical and
textual notation. Graphical specifications provide another way of achieving understandability.
Support for compositionality is very important for architectures because complex behaviors
need to be explicitly represented or abstracted away into single components and connectors.
Moreover, in some cases, an entire architecture may become a single component for a larger
architecture. Some ADLs like Darwin, Rapide and C2 provide explicit features to support
hierarchical composition. Another important feature of architecture is the ability to facilitate
development of large systems, with components and connectors of varying granularity,
implemented by different developers, in different programming languages, and with varying
operating system requirements [33]. It is therefore important for ADLs to provide facilities for
architectural specification and development with heterogeneous components and connectors.
5.2 The C2 Architecture Description Language
We shall talk about C2 in order to illustrate an ADL. We use the C2 Generator as our
working example in this chapter. C2 is an architectural style [35] that is suitable for modeling
user interface intensive software systems i.e., applications that have a graphical user interface
(GUI) aspect. C2SADEL is an ADL for describing C2-style architectures [35]. In C2-style
architecture, connectors transmit messages between components, while components maintain
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state, perform operations, and exchange messages with other components via two interfaces
which are called top and bottom. Each interface consists of a set of messages that may be sent
and a set of messages that may be received. Inter-component messages are either requests for a
component to perform an operation, or notifications that a given component has performed an
operation or changed state. In the C2 style, components cannot interact directly but can do so
using the connectors. Each component interface can be attached to at most one connector. A
connector, however, can be attached to any number of other components and connectors.
Request messages can only be sent “upward” through the architecture, and notification messages
can only be sent “downward.”
The C2 style has another requirement that the components communicate with each other only
through message passing and never through shared memory. Also, C2 requires that notifications
sent from a component correspond to the operations of its internal object, rather than the needs of
any components that receive those notifications. This constraint on notifications helps to ensure
substrate independence, which is the ability to reuse a C2 component in architectures with
differing substrate components (e.g., different window systems). The C2 style explicitly does not
make any assumptions about the language(s) in which the components or connectors are
implemented, whether or not components execute in their own threads of control, the
deployment of components to hosts, or the communication protocol(s) used by connectors.
5.3 Unified Modeling Language (UML)
UML (Unified Modeling Language) is a language to specify, to visualize, to build, and to
document the artifact of the software system, as well as to model business and other systems
besides software systems [39, 52]. UML is composed of a group of nine diagrams with clearly
defined syntax and semantics. These diagrams are: Use case, Classes, Objects, Sequence,
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Collaboration, State, Activities, Implantation and Components Diagrams. Each diagram depicts
different aspects of a system. Together, they offer the representation of a complete system.
Each view of a system can be described by one or by several diagrams. A diagram can depict
aspects of more than one view. Usually, the use case, classes, objects, implantation and
components diagrams depict static aspects of a system. The dynamic aspects are represented by
the sequence, collaboration, state and activities diagrams [52]. Due to its flexibility, UML has
been used with success in the description of architectures and meta-models for software
development [23]. However, this flexibility is source of problems such as duplication and
inconsistency of information in the global model, as well as poor integration among its several
diagrams or among methods that aid in the conversion of the information from a diagram to
another. Therefore, to guarantee the conceptual integrity of the description, it is necessary to be
able to identify mismatching elements in the model and to integrate its properties. In this section
we briefly describe UML, which is currently the leading object-oriented analysis and design
model. UML’s views are for the most part graphical diagrams. The lead designers of UML were
Booch, Jacobson and Rumbaugh [39]. Let us now discuss some of the basic constructs of UML.
•

Use Case (e.g. Use Case Diagrams): The use case view captures the behavior of a system,
subsystem, or class as it appears to an outside user. It partitions the system functionality into
transactions meaningful to actors-idealized users of the system. The pieces of interactive
functionality are called use cases.

•

Interaction (e.g. Sequence and Collaboration Diagrams): These are sometimes also referred
to as Mini-Uses. A sequence diagram is often used to rigorously define the logic for a use
case scenario. Because sequence diagrams look at a use case from a different point of view
from which it was originally developed, it is common to use sequence diagrams to validate
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use cases. The UML illustrates the behavior of a system by collaboration diagrams.
Collaboration models the objects and links that are meaningful within an interaction. A
collaboration diagram shows the roles in the interaction as a geometric arrangement.
•

Objects and Classes (e.g. Class Diagrams, CRC Cards): A class is a descriptor for a set of
objects with similar structure and behavior. Class diagrams are the mainstay of objectoriented modeling and are used to show both what the system can do (analysis) and how the
diagram will be built (design). Class diagrams show the classes of the system and their
interrelationships (including inheritance, aggregation, and associations).

•

Packages (e.g. Package Diagram): Packages are used to group classes into layers and
partitions. As such they show the functional decomposition of a system.

•

State Transition (e.g. State and Activity Diagrams): This well-known technique is used in
UML to describe the states a class can go through. Statechart diagrams are useful when
describing a single object, which can have different states during its lifetime. The statechart
diagram illustrates how the object changes from one state to another in response to a given
event. The attributes define the state of the object at one time, while the methods define the
transitions that take place. Statechart diagrams are used to describe complex classes.
Relationships between classes are documented with a description of their purpose and an
indication of their cardinality (how many objects are involved in the relationship) and their
optionality (whether or not an object must be involved in the relationship). An activity
diagram is a special form of a state diagram. Transitions in the diagram are mainly triggered
by the completion of action by the source state. The diagram focuses on the flow of
operations driven by internal processing as opposed to external events. However they do not
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make explicit which objects execute which activities. An activity diagram illustrates the
dynamic nature of a system by modeling the flow of control from activity to activity.
•

Deployment (e.g. Deployment Diagrams): It shows the relationship of the components of the
system during deployment. As such it presents a physical view of the system. It is, therefore,
frequently used to depict the component dependency of the actual implementation.

5.4 Modeling
One might wonder why software engineering, or for that matter, all aspects of software lay so
much emphasis on modeling. One of the reasons for the complexity of software is due to the fact
that the number of information loaded onto a single person is vastly exceeding the capabilities of
the human mind. We are not able to handle thousands of pieces of information at any given time.
Instead it seems that the human short term memory is quite limited in that respect. The 7±2 rule
is a well-known example. This rule states that the human mind can usually only handle 7 distinct
things (plus or minus 2) at the same time [13].Obviously, even the simplest piece of technology
consists of more (much more) than 9 pieces! The answer to that is probably the concept of
modeling. If we encounter too much information, we consciously or unconsciously group this
information in some way that makes it easier for us to recall it later on.

Figure 19: Mathematical Modeling
Figure 19 shows how modeling works in the context of a mathematical problem. For a real
problem, we try to create a simplified model problem by applying some transformation f(x) on
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the actual problem. This process can be recursive and can go on till we have a model that is
simple enough to solve. The model problem then is solved to obtain the model solution. This
model solution is then mapped to the actual solution by gradually introducing back the
complexities that were removed from the actual problem to create the model problem and
solving them.
The same modeling concept can be applied to software. UML is a third generation modeling
language. Figure 20 shows how the modeling of a software problem works in the case of
software modeling using UML.

Figure 20: Software Modeling using UML
Again, we try to construct a simplified model of a problem so that we can solve it. The model
is now represented by different views. The logical view of the solution of the problem is
illustrated by class diagrams, sequence diagrams and state diagrams. Each of these diagrams
represents the solution from a different viewpoint, and so are equivalent to each other in some
way. An integration of these views will help us to arrive at the diagrammatic representation of
the model’s solution, which is the physical view. Once the model’s solution is obtained we can
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easily map it to the actual solution. Of course, the real picture is much more complex since it
usually involves multiple levels of abstractions but the basic concept of modeling holds good.
5.5 UML for Software Architecture
In order to represent architecture using UML [1, 6, 12, 13, 21, 24, 27, 37, 38], researchers
have separated the architecture into four views: conceptual, module, execution and code [24].
Each of these views addresses different concerns, and separation of these concerns allows the
architect the room to make decisions without design trade-offs.
The conceptual view (logical view) describes the architecture in terms of domain elements.
Here the architect designs the functional features of the system. For example, one common goal
is to organize the architecture so that functional features can be added, removed, or modified.
This is important for evolution, for supporting a product line, and for reuse across generations of
a product. To represent this view using UML, class diagrams are used to show the static
configuration, sequence diagrams or state diagrams are used to show the protocols the ports
adhere to, and sequence diagrams are also used to show a particular sequence of interactions
between a group of components [1].
The module view describes the decomposition of the software and its organization into layers.
An important consideration here is limiting the impact of a change in external software or
hardware. Another consideration is the focusing of software engineers’ expertise, in order to
increase implementation efficiency. The decomposition dependencies, the use-dependencies
among layers and the assignment of modules to layers are shown by the use of package diagrams
while class diagrams are used to depict class dependencies [1].
The execution view (process view) is the run-time view of the system. It involves the
mapping of modules to run-time images, defining the communication among them, and assigning
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them to physical resources. Resource usage and performance are key concerns in the execution
view. Decisions such as whether to use a link library or a shared library, or whether to use
threads or processes are made here, although these decisions may feed back to the module view
and require changes there. Again, class diagrams are used to show the static configuration,
sequence diagrams to depict the dynamic configuration, and state diagrams or sequence diagrams
to show the protocol of a communication path [1].
The code view captures how modules and interfaces in the module view are mapped to source
files, and run-time images in the execution view are mapped to executable files. The partitioning
of these files and how they are organized into directories affect the buildability of a system [23],
and become increasingly important when supporting multiple versions or product lines. Here,
tables are used to describe the mapping between elements in the module and execution views and
elements in the code view. Component diagrams are used to show the dependencies between
source, intermediate, and executable files [1].
5.6 Architecting Using UML: An Example
In order to see how UML can construct the software architecture of a system, let us go back to
the example of the C2 Generator. We have already seen the process decomposition of the
software. Table 7 shows the logical decomposition of the system. The logical decomposition
highlights the main components of the system and their subcomponents if any. It doesn’t provide
any notion about the connectors, i.e., which modules are interconnected, and what the properties
and types of the components and connectors are. But it does serve the purpose of at least
highlighting the main components required for the software. We can see from Table 7 that there
are four main components, one for generation of a connection and three for the three constituents
of a connection, namely component, connector and port.
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Table 7: Logical Decomposition of C2 Generator

Module Name
1) C2Generator

Submodule(s)
CreateComponent
CreateConnector
UpdateComponentList
UpdateConnectionList

2) Component

CheckForFreePort
CreatePort

3) Port

CreateConnector

4) Connection

UpdateConnectingComponent
UpdateConnectedComponent

We see that the C2Generator component has the task of creating the component(s) and the
connector, and updating the component and connection lists. The component module checks for
free ports on the component(s) and if there are free ports, then it creates the physical port. The
Port component creates the connector in turn, and the connector component joins the two
components (called the connecting component and the connected component here) and updates
the two components for the connection created.
We shall use the UML constructs defined in [23] for all our diagrams, with some
modifications. Figure 21 shows the conceptual component and connector as used in [23]. We can
see that the conceptual component contains ports which are the interaction points for the
component. Also, a component can be decomposed into component and connectors.
As we can see from figure 21, the component can have one or more ports. There exists a
composition relation between the component and the port. It means that a port is part of a
component and cannot exist independently. The composition relationship is indicated by the
solid diamond below the ‘Component’ component. The asterisk above the port component
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indicates that the composition relation is multiple, i.e., a component can have multiple ports and
between the component and each of these ports there exists a composition relation. There is also
a multiple composition relationship between a connector and itself, meaning that a connector can
connect to one or more other connectors. The unfilled diamond in the figure represents an
aggregation relation. This indicates that a connector references a port but can exist without it.
This is the basic difference between a composition and an aggregation.

Figure 21: Component and Connector
5.6.1 Conceptual View
We have already seen the conceptual (logical) decomposition of C2 Generator in Table 7. Let
us now try to construct the logical architectural view for C2 Generator. Figure 22 shows the
conceptual architectural view of the C2 Generator using UML constructs [23].
Figure 22 is a modified UML class diagram and the components, ports and connectors are
represented by stereotyped classes. For each of these, a special graphical symbol is used for
clarity and ease of understanding. So the components are represented by rectangles, the ports by
smaller rectangles with curved corners, and the connectors by elongated hexagons. In the
conceptual view, there are three components that interact with the outside world through their
ports. The component connects to a port through a connector called PortConn, and the port
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connects to the connector through the ConnectorConn. The composition relationships are shown
by the solid diamonds.

Figure 22: Conceptual View of C2 Generator
The problem with this representation lies in the relationship of the port and the
ConnectorConn. The diagram shows a composition relationship between a port component and
the ConnectorConn connector. This is obviously not right because the ConnectorConn can exist
even if it is separated from one of the ports, i.e., a connector can be broken off from one
component and joined to another component. So a composition doesn’t hold good here. On the
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other hand, even an aggregation doesn’t hold good because when the connector is isolated from
the ports of both the connecting components, it ceases to exist independently. So here is a
situation where there is a composition relationship that involves two components and a connector
and there is no notation in UML to denote that.
5.6.2 Execution View: Two Representations, and a Problem
The execution view or process view of C2 Generator will be modeled from the process
decomposition model we saw earlier (table 6, chapter 4). The representation of the process view
involves class diagrams to show the static configuration, and sequence diagrams to show the
dynamic behavior of the configuration, or the transition between configurations. We shall focus
on the dynamicity of the configuration. Figure 23 shows one sequence diagram representing the
execution configuration of the C2 Generator. We can see the execution flow of the C2 Generator
from this figure. The C2Generator first creates the connecting component by calling the
CreateComponent() procedure and interacting with the component module. The component
module in turn then creates a port and connects the newly created component to it by calling the
CreateAndConnectToPort()

procedure and communicating with the Port module. The Port

module now creates the connector and attaches the port to this connector by calling two
functions and talking to the Connector module.
Once this is done and the control is back to the C2 Generator component, it now reads the
connection list and checks if the component to be connected exists or not. If it exists, control
moves to this existing component and that component is connected via a new port to the already
created connector. If the component doesn’t exist then it is created before being connected to the
connector.
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Figure 23: Sequence Diagram for a process view of C2 Generator
Let us now look at another representation of the same process view. Figure 24 is a sequence
diagram showing another possible dynamic configuration of the C2 Generator. We can clearly
see the difference and figure 24 represents a better way of control flow for the C2 Generator.
Here, first both the components taking part in the connector are identified, or created if they do
not already exist. Then the control moves to the Component module, and ports are created for
both the components by invoking the Port module. Then finally the connector is created and both
ports are connected to it.
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Figure 24: Another Sequence Diagram for a process view of C2 Generator
This implementation is more efficient because the control flow doesn’t move back and forth
as in the previous implementation. Both the components are ready before the ports are created
and both the ports are ready before the connector is created and the connection made. But the
point to be noted is that both of these are correct process views for the conceptual view of C2
Generator. There is no way in UML to choose one over the other. So we need other diagrams of
the process to accompany the FSM representation in order to make sure that we have a good
representation. It would definitely help if we also make AND-OR DFD and FSM diagrams of the
process view. This can help in reducing the possibility of having an erroneous representation of
the process view. Therefore we can se that while architecting with UML, one might easily
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decrease the efficiency of the software by choosing the first implementation rather than the
second one.
So we see that UML is rather useful for representing different views of the software
architecture of a system [23, 24]. It does reasonably well and represents all the facets of that
view clearly. Moreover, UML is good for all the views, and not just the process view which can
be adequately represented by the AND-OR DFD or the FSM. We have different constructs that
we can use for the different components of a view. Moreover, we can extend UML by
constraints, tagged values, stereotypes and profiles [37]. These extension mechanisms can help
to add the necessary clarity to a representation or to create a new presentational block.
UML, however, has its own disadvantages. We have already seen some disadvantages of
using UML in the example of the C2 Generator. We saw in case of the logical view that the
notations were not able to capture the relationship between the port and the connector
adequately. We also saw in the case of the process view that one logical flow can have more than
one process flow and there is no way to tell whether the one chosen is the best implementation of
the software. This implies that while UML can represent the static configuration with ease, it is
not so good in depicting the dynamic nature of the configuration. Also, the graphical notation of
UML is too complicated for simple mappings like the correspondence between elements in
different views. So view integration is very difficult using UML. One more problem with UML
is that it cannot represent peer-to-peer communication [24].
Thus, UML has the potential of becoming a generalized ADL due to its wide acceptance, and
its features having the capability of representing architectural views. However, UML without any
modifications does not quite fit the bill. Research is being done into extending UML capabilities
and constructs to make it more compatible for software architectural description [37].
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Chapter 6: Summary And Conclusions
6.1 Summary
This work has looked at software architecture, its concepts, definitions, styles and
representational schemes. We have looked at two popular definitions of software architecture by
Kazman [7] and Wolf [40] and demonstrated their strengths and shortcomings as definitions.
First we have seen Kazman‘s definition, which talks about software architecture as a
configuration of components, their externally visible properties and the relationships between
components. This definition however, says nothing about the type and properties of components,
nor does it say anything about the nature or properties of the connections. Next, we have seen
how Wolf‘s definition states that there are three kinds of elements, namely processing elements,
data elements and connecting elements, and each has different properties and roles. The
connecting element acts as a glue that holds the other two kinds of elements. It also states that
connecting elements play a fundamental part in distinguishing one type of architecture from
another and are significant in distinguishing between architectural styles. It also puts forth the
concept of constraints and weighted relationships and the rationale for each component in the
architecture. But it does not state any rationale for choosing a particular type of architecture or
how a chosen module is suitable. We have taken the example of the architecture of a software
system called Code Builder that we have developed in order to explain how much these two
definitions tell about software architecture and where they fall short. This software takes as input
a C program and identifies the blocks in that program and displays it.
Next, we have looked at architectural views. We have seen how different stakeholders have
different interests in the same system and how they view the same system differently from their
own perspective. This concept of looking at the same system from a different perspective has
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given rise to architectural views. In this light, we have discussed Kruchten‘s —4+1“ view model
[30], which is by far the most popular and widely accepted view model.
We have discussed architectural styles, or patterns that have emerged out of experience of
software architects in the industry and research on software architecture [43, 46]. We have seen
the different styles that are commonly used and accepted, and whether our Code Builder
software can be modeled in these styles.
We have taken a more detailed look at the layered architectural style and suggested that this
style can be used to address a larger problem domain that the message-passing type of systems it
has traditionally been used to model. We have suggested some modifications and rules for this
architectural style so that it can model other systems like pipelines, networking systems, parallel
processes and procedural processes. By allowing some leniency in the layering model by the
introduction of intra-layer communication between subcomponents of a layer and transparency
of all lower layers, we can model all procedural systems and parallel processes with a single
direction of control.
For processes where the control flow is multi-threaded, we can introduce the concept of
bidirectional communication between layers and components in a layer. Of course, pipelines
generally conform to the strict layering model of unidirectional control flow and opacity of all
lower layers apart from the immediately succeeding layer. We have described the layered model
for the Code Builder system and for another software system called the Cost Optimizer that finds
the least expensive array of paths for a bunch of messages traveling from one node to another in
a network. We have seen how the rules that we have devised can enable these two software
systems to be represented using a layering style. Our attempt is to use a layered architectural
style as a generalized architectural style for software architectural representation. Our initial
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research and the use of layering in our examples have been encouraging. The use of layering in
modeling C2 style architecture for GUI intensive software systems [35] and the use of layering
in representation of module view of an architecture using UML also indicate the vast potential
for the layering style. Further research should be undertaken to model different kinds of systems
like concurrent systems and parallel systems using layered architecture. We hope to be able to
develop a set of formal rules by which layered architecture can be used as a generalized style for
architectural development.
In this context, we have also looked at decomposition as a method of representing software
architecture and how decomposition is useful for identifying the components of an architecture.
From the decomposition model, one can easily identify the layers of a software architecture and
the components in each layer. A simple rule for this transformation is that each component of the
decomposition becomes a layer and the subcomponents, if any, become the constituents of that
layer. Of course, this method of architectural description is crude and doesn‘t say anything about
the type of components, which components interact and how. We have used decomposition for
our examples to identify the components and once this is done, it becomes easier to identify the
layers of a software system. Later, we have also looked at two different kinds of decomposition
of the same software when we have developed the logical view decomposition as well as process
view decomposition for the C2 Generator software, which is a software system that we have
developed. This software generates C2 style architecture for a software system once the
components and a list of ”who-connects-to-whom‘ is specified.
Next, we have looked at different ways of representing software architecture. Representation
of software architecture while retaining its clarity, simplicity and representational power has
always been a challenge for software architecture researchers. Although there are several popular
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and widely used methods for representing software architecture like boxes-and-lines and
decomposition, which are informal or at best semi-formal, and ADLs like C2 [35], Rapide [31],
and Wright [1] which are formal representation schemes, the search for a generalized
architectural representation scheme that can be used for all software systems and across the
software industry and research domain is still on.
We have seen the decomposition and the boxes-and-lines schemes and have concluded that
they are informal and inefficient. The boxes-and-lines can only identify the components and
connections, but can say nothing about the control and data flow. It cannot represent iterative
processes, or indicate which components are always executed and which may be chosen
depending on the input.
The boxes-and-lines method seems to indicate that the data flow diagram (DFD) may be a
more suitable method for representing software architecture of a system because it does indicate
data flow through a system and indicates the direction of control flow. So we try the data flow
diagram as an alternative method for representing software architecture. We have chosen a
simplistic program with a set of function calls to illustrate the use of DFD for representation of
software architecture. We have seen from this exercise that the problems of the DFD are similar
to the boxes-and-lines method. Moreover, the DFD is data centric, not process centric. One
control flow can have multiple data flows for different input value(s). Thus the DFD cannot be a
good software architecture representation scheme as it is. In this work, we introduce a modified
DFD method called the AND-OR DFD that is more suited to representation of the process view
of a system.
The main concept introduced here is an OR combination of components to support multiple
workflows and the relationships among them, without significant increase in the architectural
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complexity. Two important types of action grouping that are salient features of this scheme are
the OR-group and the AND-group. Each application of an AND-group of actions means all
actions in the group are performed together in some fixed order, but which may or may not be
made explicit. The other extreme is represented by the OR-group, where an application of the
OR-group of components means that exactly one of the actions of the group is performed. The
specification of the conditions for selecting the alternative actions is viewed as a lower level
design-task and not part of the architecture itself.
We have devised a graphical representation scheme for the AND-group and the OR-group.
Also, in the AND-OR-DFD scheme, we have devised a way to represent iterative processes by
shaded rectangles. We have applied this scheme to represent the architecture of the C2 generator
with good results. The process decomposition of the C2 generator is very adequately represented
by the AND-OR DFD. We have also compared the AND-OR-DFD representation with a finite
state machine (FSM) representation of the process view of the C2 Generator and seen that they
are equivalent. The problem with FSM representation is that FSM is focused on action-sequence,
and not on showing the components and their interactions, and nor is it suitable to show the
inputs and outputs of a component. For example, an action's (component) name may appear in
many transitions. In that respect, the AND-OR-DFD is a more useful method for representing
software architecture than the FSM.
Next, we have moved forward and studied the more formal architecture representation
methods using ADL (architecture description language). There are several ADLs that have been
devised by researchers and architects. ADLs are emerging as the notation for architecture
models. ADLs use graphics and text to express architectural information [29]. ADLs are often
supported by tools for creation, modification, browsing, simulation, and analysis. ADLs provide
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constructs to specify architectural abstractions in a descriptive notation. The description of
Architecture lies in the representation of its basic abstractions, i.e., components and connectors,
as we have seen in the previous section. ADLs have been designed with the aim of providing
formalism to architectural descriptions. An useful ADL should be able to provide a set of precise
semantics that resolves ambiguity and aids in the detection of inconsistencies, and a set of
techniques that support reasoning about system properties. Moreover, it should be able to support
architectural evolution and reuse of components and connectors.
We have discussed how existing ADLs support the main architectural components, namely
components, connectors and configurations. We have then looked at C2 as an example of an
ADL. We have then discussed UML as a modeling language and its basic constructs. We have
seen the importance of modeling and how modeling is implemented in the context of software.
We have discussed how UML can be used for representing software architecture. For
architectural representation using UML, the researchers have classified an architectural
representation into four views, namely the conceptual view, the module view, the execution view
and code view. We have discussed what each of these four views describes. We have seen the
basic UML notation of a component and connector using UML (figure 21).
Next, using the C2 Generator as an example, we have developed the conceptual and process
views of this software‘s architecture using UML constructs. The conceptual view (logical view)
describes the architecture in terms of domain elements. Here the architect designs the functional
features of the system. In the conceptual view of the C2 Generator, we have seen the main
components of the software and how they interact. We have seen the relation that exists between
the components. We have seen how components interact through their interfaces. We have also
identified a problem in this representation. We have inferred that the existing UML notation is
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not comprehensive enough to illustrate all the issues involved in the representation of software
architecture. We have shown how the connector can exist independently if isolated from one of
the two connected components and so it does not share a composition relationship with a
component, but it does share a composition relationship with the two connecting components
taken together, because a connector has no meaning without its connecting components.
We have modeled the execution view of the C2 Generator using a UML sequence diagram.
We have shown the control flow in this diagram, and which component is ”active‘ at which time,
and who calls whom in order to do a specific task. We have also put light on an issue that might
erode some of UML‘s credibility as a generalized ADL. For the C2 Generator, we have
displayed two correct process views, one better in terms of computation cost. But both these
process views are correct representations of the conceptual view of the C2 Generator. This again
is a shortcoming of UML, because we have no way of saying which representation is better and
how. So we suggest that it would help to have more than one representation of the process view,
using UML sequence diagrams, and other methods like the AND-OR-DFD. This would
minimize the chances of erroneous representations. Thus, we have concluded that while UML is
a prospective generalized ADL, we need some changes and modifications to UML to make it
more suited to architectural representation.
6.2 Opportunities for Future Work
There are many positives from this work, and further research is needed in a few directions.
We should do further research into representation of software systems using layering. We should
try to model commercially successful and tested systems using this style in order to determine if
layering can be used as a generalized approach to architecture development. In order to achieve
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this objective, we need to come up with a protocol that shall lay down the rules by which
layering can be used as a generalized architectural style.
As far as representation of software architecture is concerned, further research is needed to
determine if the AND-OR-DFD can be used to model the process view of a software without any
errors. We also need to do further research into the area of extending and modifying UML in
order to developing a generalized ADL that shall be able to formally describe the software
architecture of software systems. Research is already being done in this direction [6, 37]. There
have been suggestions on how to extend UML [37] in order to take care of the discrepancies that
creep in into the software architecture representation of a system using UML when we try to
integrate the different views. This is one of the biggest bottlenecks that can deter UML from
being a generalized UML. View integration is very difficult using UML and there are view
mismatches that need to be resolved [37]. Research is needed in this area.
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